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Abstract
A multiscale modelling framework, especially for corrosion modelling,
requires not only robust computational tools but also an efficient datacentric
architecture for handling information exchange at different modelling scales.
Different computational solvers require and produce data in different pro-
gramming languages and specific formats signifying a strong non-uniformity
for an easy nexus with other solvers. This non-uniformity has created a need to
focus on intermittent state-of-the-art datacentric software tools which aim to
bridge data exchange heterogeneity across diverse set of solvers. Data orga-
nization in the form of metadata structures are presented as a standard for a
coherent information representation regardless of the diverse nature of data
formats specific to a scientific discipline. This fundamental work presents the
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concept, underlying terminology and working mechanism of a datacentric
architecture tool SOFT5 for exchanging and interfacing data-flow between
solvers and its present application to a concrete technology multiscale simu-
lation network as a potential application.

Keywords: multiscale framework, data science, datacentric platform, data
inter-exchange, metadata structures, semantic interoperability, JSON

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

The recent decades in the modelling science have been marked with an unprecedented growth
in the computational power. This fact has been further complemented with a sharp shift
towards multiscale approaches regarding a particular domain problem. As such, multiscale
scientific programs have gained pace in the recent years across all branches of science. A
multiscale approach involves understanding of a particular problem usually stretching across
multiple modelling scales ranging from electronic-atomic level to macro-structure level. Such
simulation strategies involve use of multiple software and solvers with the general aim of
approaching the same problem at different levels of understanding (nanoscale to macroscale).

Each modelling scale in time and space is usually associated with at least one compu-
tational solver often forming an overall pipeline structure across all scales. At each scale, data
is extracted and exchanged. Thus, these solvers are associated with handling and processing
of enormous amounts of data from different sources and in varying formats. As an example,
the process simulator in a chemical manufacturing plant would typically involve exchange of
data ranging across varying time and spatial domains. An extension of such a flow simulator
structure by incorporating additional sub-modules and facilitating coherent data exchange in
the modified structure via a generic datacentric platform would be a very efficient approach.
However, least attention is usually paid in terms of data science, which is essential in bridging
computational tools employed at different levels of modelling.

Classifying data is a basic strategy for data exchange. Usually data originates from
various different sources such as open or propriety based software and in various formats
from closed-custom formats to commonly used open standard formats. Moreover, data is
usually incomplete in its understanding such as it lacks supporting data ‘metadata’ such as
units, data type, description of data and source, making it difficult for other computational
models to interpret the data. Therefore, classification of data on a semantic level forms the
starting point of data interoperability.

The conceptual use of metadata has been traced back to around 280 BC at the Great
Library of Alexandria wherein library contents were tagged to provide information about the
author, title and the subject to which the literature belonged [1]. This served in sorting and
cataloguing the library contents and helped in directing the users to the books they wanted to
read instead of opening and going through all the books. The benefits of using metadata later
helped in creating more detailed system of cataloguing in the libraries, such as the dewy
decimal system, which has been recently replaced by modern digital database cataloguing
systems. Thus, metadata has been used in many different fields i.e. from organizing libraries
to listing contents on a compact disc. The purpose of such representation is to provide
information about a system, without itself being a part of it, but complementing it to complete
its meaning or function. As an example, Standard Book Numbering was created in 1966,
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which was a 9-digit entity to identify a book [2]. It would give information about a book
without itself being a part of the book content. This was later changed to 13-digit entity and is
referred to as International Standard Book Number (ISBN). ISBN is a metadata attached to
book and contains all the necessary information about the book such as registration country,
publisher details as well as the title.

In the last few decades, the continuous evolution of numerical technology has resulted in
a huge number of versatile stand-alone computational tools. As such, bridging these num-
erical tools has become cumbersome and therefore more attention is required to connect these
systems using machine interpretable syntactic tools. Data sharing between computational
solvers should resort to some agreeable formats and standard content sharing definitions. In
this regard, well-established standards such as ISO/IEC 11179 covers all aspects of data
sharing in information technology. The standard focuses on entire spectrum of data science
such as data classification, relationships, formulations, nomenclature and identification
principles and many other aspects of metadata based data science.

Although the field of information technology has since long time resorted to standar-
dization mostly in terms of programming language aspects, it has experienced a significant
shift towards use of metadata standards. This had made it quite easier to associate correct
description and uniform treatment of data during interoperability operations.

Non-standardization usage of metadata can lead to severe failures as there is a big chance
of incorrect or misinterpretation of data associated to metadata. One of the most famous
examples is the failure of NASA Mars Climate Orbiter in the year 1999 [3]. It occurred due to
misinterpretation of data between two technical teams, one of which assumed data values in
SI units and the other in metric units. The result was a disastrous accident and a complete loss
of the orbiter. It is important to emphasize that, although the exact and correct value was
transferred across the two teams, the interpretation of the quantity itself was different i.e.
metadata was not part of the data transfer. Manual interpretation of data should be avoided as
far as possible and machine-readable metadata should always accompany data for smooth and
secure interoperable operations.

This paper presents an approach towards development of a data handling framework for
multiscale simulation programs using SOFT5 tool and develop a strategy of coupling het-
erogeneous syntactic model data using concept of metadata structures. The entire framework
is based on data abstraction at multiple levels as illustrated in figure 1. At the concrete level
we have the actual data that is formalized into a representation which can be completely
described by the metadata. The metadata itself is described by the metadata schema, which in
turn is described by the basic metadata schema. The basic metadata schema is capable to
describe itself, breaking the sequence of higher and higher levels of abstraction. Additional
levels of abstraction are possible, but seldom needed in practice. This hierarchy of abstrac-
tions opens possibilities for cross-domain interoperability both between domains using dif-
ferent metadata systems and between different physical domains using SOFT5 for metadata
representation. Figure 1 shows the latter case. An example of this is the entity representation
of diffusivity at the atomic scale that maps to a different entity describing diffusivity at the
microscale level. The basic metadata schema can describe the metadata schemata for each
domain that describe the domain-specific metadata. To achieve interoperability between two
domains, one still has to implement concrete mappings, but the mappings can be implemented
at different levels of abstraction. That both domains has a common root, the basic metadata
schema, ensures that it is possible to do the mappings.

This makes it easy and convenient to accomplish data handling and data transfer without
losing its meaningful value. Relationships between data can then be formed and a structured
multiscale workflow can be established where different modelling software and solvers can be
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connected. Such a framework helps in an easy recognition of domain specific simulation data
as well as helps in maintaining trace-ability and version control over it. This results in easier
categorization of different domain specific data and facilities fast development of the entire
simulation framework.

This paper refers to the modelling framework and methodology adopted in the LOR-
CENIS project [4]. The LORCENIS project focuses on developing specialized concrete
recipes with the aim of extending life and imparting additional functionality benefits to energy
infrastructure exposed to severe operating conditions. The scales of investigation vary from
electronic level and up to macro level. SOFT5 tools has been partially applied for bridging the
heterogeneity of different modelling software to facilitate a robust and easy to setup data-
centric architecture to handle data flow across the scales. Figure 2 shows the state-of-the-art
multiscale materials modelling (M3) framework, that is under development in the LORCE-
NIS project [4], for accurate prediction of service life of structures exposed to corrosive
marine environment. This paper presents the direct application of metadata structure and
interoperability technology used in the M3 LORCENIS framework.

The modelling architecture is divided into four distinct modelling scales (one discrete and
three continuum) ranging from electronic/atomistic level, microscale, mesoscale and even-
tually to a macroscale level with engineering purpose at the top of modelling chain. A distinct
modelling task is assigned to each modelling scale. Furthermore, as illustrated in figure 2,
each modelling scale is employing a different computational solver to achieve its modelling
goals.

To achieve this task, an efficient data-handling scheme is required to handle the coupling
arrangement of these different solvers (open source and propriety based) in order to achieve a
smooth compatibility between them. This broad multiscale simulation strategy paves a
necessity for a robust state-of-the-art modelling infrastructure. As such, SOFT5 tool has been
adopted inside this modelling framework to serve as an interface for data handling between
scales. Data sharing aspects are highlighted in this paper, as well as scale based metadata
structures, and the working principle are presented. The paper highlights the actual working
sequence of SOFT5 inside the various modelling scales along with corresponding pro-
grammable metadata structures. The coupling features presented in this study involve data

Figure 1. Cross-domain interoperability by metadata, metadata schemata and the basic
metadata schema.
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linking aspects of electronic (discrete) model with microscale (continuum) model as part of
framework testing and presenting a proof of concept.

Additionally, a significant point of multiscale modelling concepts is the interoperability
between the software used for the computation at difference scales. Usually, different sci-
entific or industrial communities participate in the development of software in order to solve
complex materials modelling problems. Thereby they have established different terminolo-
gies. The developed modelling codes focus typically on specific application domains and on
particular types of models. A general issue is evolving, wherein the different software codes
owning specific terminologies of software owners, academic model developers and end-users
(SMEs or big companies) for the definition of the same computational problems, but using a
different vocabulary. Hence, there is a strong need for standardization. One effort in this
direction has been taken by the European Materials Modelling Council (EMMC), who has
published CEN Workshop Agreement on modelling terminology, classification and metadata
for materials modelling [5]. The document is publicly available as a reference document from
the National Members of CEN.

A standardized description of multiscale scientific problems using a uniform vocabulary
referred to as materials modelling data table (MODA) [6] is used as key approach to develop
and establish successful software interoperability. MODA is an effective instrument for
documentation of simulations and understanding of modelling approaches, general project
structure as well as the model interaction within workflows. It has established now as a
growing industrial and academic standard for computational problems. It is a required tool for
the preparation of European research and innovation projects, joint research activity for
different modelling scales and application areas.

The use of ontology based organization of scientific data has emerged to be quickly
adaptable by many scientific branches such as biomedicine [7] molecular material design and
selection [8]. Ontology based data assures interoperability to be easily accessible by users as
such mappings and extensions are easily to create on existing data sets. As an example,

Figure 2. Overall structure of the M3 LORCENIS framework. Picture credits [4].
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existing ontology based frameworks include CAPE-OPEN standard [9] which sets standards
for computer aided process engineering applications to interoperate. Similarly, Gene Ontol-
ogy Consortium [10] maintains a comprehensive organization of huge amount of molecular
biology experiments.

Ashino [11] has provided a very basic detail of ontology based representation of data.
Similarly other works focusing on standardization of data and associated ontology include
this [12]. Furthermore a comprehensive take on scientific breakthrough via studying massive
data-sets has been provided by Hey et al [13]. A basic understanding of technical data is
provided by Peter Murray Rust [14]. Cheung [15], Hunt et al [16] have identified data science
field to be an important asset for the scientific community.

2. Interoperability, metadata and workflow technology

2.1. Interoperability

Interoperability, coupling and linking are latest terminologies in the computational materials
modelling community. It is a consequence of the rapid development of numerical software
during the last decade with a majority arising from the academic community. The rapidly
growing community and the capabilities of computational approaches have thus lead to a
wide spectra of models and methods. Software belonging to different domains has been
developed independent of each other. Making them communicate is very challenging, since
they are based on different concepts and uses different vocabularies. Thus, dedicated tools are
required which are feasible to handle different data and data formats. Information exchange
which allows software to share data during any kind of simulation step in a efficient way, also
requires mature semantic interoperability frameworks and tools [17]. The paradigm change
relates to the fact that not information on file formats or protocols are exchanged, but the
software systems itself shares relevant information by using a standard semantic framework
as a mediator. This framework belongs to an overarching ontology capable to handle all
relevant data schemes and metadata respectively. This field of data science is relatively new
and often undiscovered respectively and its impact underestimated. Currently, no shared
standards for such frameworks exist, but research and funding schemes addressing this issue
have been initiated.

2.2. Metadata definitions and concepts

According to the latest guidelines RoMM 6 [6] and [5] from the EMMC6, metadata is defined
as ‘metadata are data that describe and give information about other data’. In other words it is
a vocabulary tool for expressing data in a generic way and attaching more information to it for
its easier handling [18, 19]. For a particular multiscale modelling scenario, data that is to be
exchanged needs to be described completely. This forms the basis of interoperability and data
exchange. Metadata structures help in formal description of exchangeable data in a generic
sense.

To cite a good example, the field of image-based analysis relies heavily on metadata
exchange when images are transferred from one software to another. Here, the EXIF-info
attached to the digital images contains information about the image such as name, pixel size,
GPS coordinates, image resolution, creation time, date and source. This additional informa-
tion about the image is nothing but metadata information about the image. Without this

6 Seehttps://emmc.info/.
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metadata, another user who is not the default user of the image would not be able to perform
image based analysis as there will be no information on the pixel size and resolution of the
image. Hence, quantification of features on the image will be practically impossible to achieve
and as such interoperability would be lost. Another example of commonly used metadata is
the Digital Object Identifier which acts as a digital identity tag for any digital entity.

With these enhanced data conditioning properties, metadata structures find their broad
application across all field of science.

2.3. MODA format for computational problem description

MODA refers to a standardized and concise representation of a simulation problem and the
underlying process. With MODA as a standardized terminology, an easier and efficient
exchange of a computational methodology could be achieved among users of material
modelling codes such as academicians, industrial end-users and experimentalists. MODA
therefore facilitates understanding of models by any interested user. MODA tables report on
the structure of a simulation and on the relationship between the different model in a
workflow.

MODA has the following structure:

• Heading, including name of the user case, project, owner.
• Overview of the simulation, including the chain of models used.
• Workflow, i.e. a graphical representation of the simulation.
• Description of each part of the simulation pertaining to each model used in the chain.

Each MODA should report on these mentioned aspects. A graphical representation of the
workflow is also accompanied with MODA and helps in a faster understanding of the
workflow path. For a deeper understanding of MODA, the reader is referred to [6]. An user-
case example employing MODA is presented later.

2.4. SOFT

SOFT is an acronym for SINTEF Open Framework and Tools. SOFT5 is a set of open source
libraries and tools to support scientific software development. The development of SOFT5
was motivated by many years of experience with developing scientific software, where it was
observed that a lot of effort went into developing parts that had little to do with the domain. A
significant part of the development process was spent on different software engineering tasks,
such as code design, the handling of I/O, correct memory handling of the program state and
writing import and export filters in order to use data from different sources. In addition, comes
the code maintenance with support of legacy formats and the introduction of new features and
changes to internal data state in the scientific software. With SOFT5, it is possible to utilize
reusable software components that handle all this, or develop new reusable software com-
ponents that can be used by others in the same framework.

The main components of SOFT5 is shown in figure 3. The key modules are the tools,
storage support and plugin framework. The key tools are the scripting utility and the code
generator.

SOFT5 contains a core library with plugin support. The library also comes with an
application programming interface to create extensions and custom plugins. The core library
is used to connect a software application with the framework.

The main approach to developing software with SOFT5 is to incrementally describe the
domain of the software using entities (see below). The entities can represent different
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independent elements of the software, and be used in handling I/O as well as in code
generation and documentation. Entities can also be used for annotating data and data sets.
This might be useful in cases where for instance the origin of the data, license and ownership
are of importance.

Since any complex software will have many entities and often multiple instances of the
same entity, SOFT5 allows for creating collections of instances with defined relationships
between them. These entity collections are called ‘collections’ (see below).

An approach of SOFT5 is that software may be written is such a way that business logic
is handled by the codebase, while I/O, file-formats, version handling, data import/export and
interoperability can be handled by reusable components in the SOFT5-framework, thus
reducing risk and development time.

2.4.1. Entities. An entity can be a single thing or object that represents something physical or
nonphysical, concretely or abstract. The entity contains information about the data that
constitutes the state of thing it describes. The entity does not contain the actual data, but
describes what the different data fields are, in terms of name, data types, units, dimensionality
etc. It can be described as formalised metadata that enables for the correct interpretation of a
set of data. Hence the entities should be made available together with the software or
application in which they are used.

An example of an entity is ‘atom’, which can be defined as something that has a position,
an atomic number (which characterizes the chemical element), mass, charge, etc. Another
example of a completely different kind of entity can be a data reference-entity with properties
such as name, description, license, access-url, media-type, format, etc. The first entity is
suitable as an object in a simulation code, while the latter is more suitable for a data catalogue
distribution description (see dcat:Distribution)7. Entities allow now to describe dedicated

Figure 3. The main components in the SOFT5 platform.

7 DCAT: Data Catalogue Vocabulary.
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aspects of the domain. While each entity describes a single unit of information, a collection of
entities can describe the complete domain (check collections below).

Each published entity needs to be uniquely identified in order to avoid confusion. The
entity identifier has therefore three separate elements: a name, a namespace and a version
number. An entity named ‘particle’ is unlikely to have the same meaning and the set of
parameters across all domains. In particle physics, the entity ‘particle’ would constitute matter
and charge, while in other fields the term ‘particle’ can be a general term to describe
something small. For this reason the SOFT5 entities have namespaces, similar to how
vocabularies are defined in OWL8. The version number is a pragmatic solution to handle how
properties of an entity might evolve during the development process. In order to handle
different versions of a software, the entity version number can be used to identify the
necessary transformation between two data sets.

2.4.2. Collections. A collection is a container whose instances holds references to a set of
entity (or collection) instances and relations between them. Relations are triplets of the form
(subject, predicate, object), where subject and object both labels an instance and predicate
describes a relation between the subject and object, like ‘child-of’, ‘connected-to’, ‘reactant-
of’, etc. This is much more general than hierarchical structures and allow to represent the
knowledge of the domain where the data exists. Hence, a collection could also have been
called a context. It also opens possibilities like deductive databases.

Collections are useful to represent the knowledge of the domain, to find data that relates
to other data or to uniquely identify a complete data set with a single identifier.

2.4.3. Storage. A storage is a module that can transfer a given state to an external medium
(file or database). It is an important abstraction in SOFT5 which allows to transparently
handle input to or output from modelling software. This is realised via a plugin-system of
drivers (or backends) that translate to and from the external formats. A storage backend may
either be generic or specific. A specific storage backend is tied to a given entity and could e.g.
read experimental data from a specific instrument into an instance of the entity or write an
instance of the entity to file using a specific format expected by a third party software. SOFT
has three generic built-in storages, HDF5, JSON and the MongoDB database, that can read or
write instances of any entity [20–22]. Furthermore SOFT5 allows the user to write dedicated
plugins for a given entity, typically for reading or writing data from or to a specific file format.

2.5. Workflow technology

We will use the very simple example of a workflow shown in figure 4 to illustrate the basic
concepts. We have two models A and B, where the output of A is used as input to B. Circles

Figure 4. A very simple workflow that connects the output of model A to the input of
model B.

8 OWL—Web Ontology Language.
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represent physical system state and boxes transitions between different snapshots of the
physical system state.

A typical challenge in setting up workflows in real life, is that the output from model A is
not represented in the way expected by model B. But, if the output of model A is semantically
equivalent to the input needed by model B, it is possible to translate (postprocess) the output
of A to the form expected by B and hence establish a robust workflow. Such a case is shown
in figure 5, where Model A returns its results as a string ‘five’ while model B expects a
number.

2.5.1. Workflow implementation using SOFT5. To implement this workflow as depicted
above, we proceed towards defining the entities as shown in figure 6. The initial state is
described by instances of AInput and BInput2 and the final result will be given as an instance
of BOutput.

A typical and easier way to handle data flow in SOFT, is to let all data flow between
models and the system flow via a central storage. A centralized storage not only helps in
maintaining an overview of the different tasks, but also allow for easy data backup and
version control. To keep track of the instances created for each invocation of the workflow,
we create a collection specific to each invocation, in which we store references to all instances
belonging to this invocation. The workflow can then be broken down into a set of tasks
exposing the same interface. Each task is simply provided a reference to the storage and the
collection for the current invocation of the workflow.

Running the workflow involves the following steps:
1. Initialization:Create the collection, populate it with new instances for the initial state

defined by the user case and store everything in the storage.
2. Run Model A:This model is implemented as an external program taking the name of a

file containing the two integers to be added as the only argument. The result is written to
standard output. In order to integrate model A in our workflow we create a wrapper function
that performs the following steps:

1. Pre-process: Fetch AInput and serialize it to a temporary file in the format expected by
model A.

2. Compute: Execute Model A with the name of the temporary file provided on the
command line.

Figure 5. The same workflow as in figure 4 using the MODA template. The translation
of the output of model A to the representation expected by model B is performed in
postprocessing of the raw output from model A.

Figure 6. Entities used in this workflow.
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3. Post-process: Creates an instance of entity AOutput, populate it with the result of Model
A and push it to the common storage. Latter also removes the temporary file.

3. Run Model B:This model is implemented as an external program that uses SOFT. As
arguments, it takes references to the storage and the Collection. When called it asks for
BInput2 and AOutput, the latter as represented as an instance of BInput1. SOFT will then
check if it can find an Translator that can translate an instance of AOutput to an instance of
BInput1. When this Translator is found, it is applied. This will create BInput1 from AOutput.
The new instance is then handed to model B. Model B then creates an instance of BOutput
populated with the product and stores it in the storage.

3. Applying workflow on advanced concrete technology. Bridging density
functional theory (DFT) to a continuum corrosion model (CCM) via SOFT5

The above mentioned methodology is applied to the DFT output transfer to a microscale
CCM embedded in a multi-scale model consisting of 4 different modelling scales. The aim of
this modelling chain is to predict accurately the service life limitation due to chloride ingress
of reinforced concrete structures exposed to submerged marine environment. The task con-
sists of bridging four different scales as shown in figure 2. Each scale communicates data with
each other. The paper here focuses on data transfer between the first two scales i.e. atomistic/
electronic scale to CCM at microscale via SOFT5.

3.1. M3 framework on service life prediction of concrete structures

The proposed workflow involves calculating and up-scaling entities of interest at the atomic/
electronic level and their transfer via SOFT5 to the continuum based micro-scale model
(CCM). A brief description of the concept and the underlying models is presented.

The atomistic model in this case deals with the flow of corrosion inducing species i.e.
chloride ions through a representative cement matrix composed of tobermorite.

The flow of chloride ions through the calcium silicate hydrate (CSH) matrix is considered
to be the rate determining step for chloride ingress in cement. The flow through the pore
network is CSH will occur as a significantly faster rate than through CSH itself given a non-
continuous pore network. Further, the swelling of CSH is also an up-scaling input parameter
required by the CCM.The binding of chloride to the cement paste is a well known phenomena
and its greatly attributed for extending the time to corrosion initiation as it slows down the
transport of chloride ions. The hydration of cement leads to the formation of CSH as a major
volumetric phase among many others. CSH is responsible for the majority of chloride binding
in concrete [23].

The structure and volume correlations of CSH depending on water content in addition to
the interaction of Cl in CSH are investigated from first principles, and is presented in Svenum
et al [24]. The calculations are performed using the DFT calculations at the PBE-GGA level
[25] using the Vienna ab-initio simulation package (VASP) [26, 27]. The model takes as
input an approximate atomic structure found by manipulating the theoretical model of
tobermorite to a correct Ca/Si ratio with the desired water content. The structure and volume
of the model is then minimized, and the minimum energy, volume and atomic positions are
the output from the simulations. To investigate the chloride diffusion, transition state theory
calculations using nudge elastic band is performed [28]. The input for these calculations are
the minimized start and end atomic structures. The energy barrier to go from the start structure
to the end structure is calculated, in addition to the reaction coordinate. The diffusivity
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coefficient can be calculated from the energy barriers to move an atom through the periodic
cell by

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟ ( )= -D D

E

k T
exp , 1a

0
B

where D0 is the pre-exponential factor, Ea is the activation barrier for diffusion, kB is the
Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature. The pre-exponential factor D0 can be obtained
either by transition state theory [29], or found experimentally [30]. The diffusion should be
equal in all directions within the interlayer, while it can be assumed to be zero between the
interlayers. This results in a diffusion of D in two directions and 0 in one. Since the
microstructure is not considered explicitly in this framework, a simple averaging is performed
and the diffusion tensor is estimated to be Dii=2/3D.

On the other hand, the CCM model is a FEM based model implemented in COMSOL
multiphysics software which models flow of free chlorides in the pore network and also
accounts for bound chlorides in the mass balance. Corrosion processes occurring due to
chloride induced breakdown of passive film (native oxide layer)[31, 32] are also considered.

Nernst–Planck equation is used to model transport of chloride ions inside concrete
(equation (2)) which is exposed to 3% NaCl . Here Cl represents the concentration of free
chloride ions inside the pore network, fp represents the average concrete porosity, Deff

represents the effective diffusion coefficient for flow of Cl in pore network, zi is the valency
number, F represents Faraday constant, R is the ideal gas constant, T is the absolute temp-
erature and jel is the electic potential.

¶
¶t

Clb represents the rate of bound chlorides Clb acting as
a sink term in the mass balance (equation (2)). A distribution of electric potential is obtained
from Laplace equation (equation (3)) and consequently corrosion currents can be derived, as
presented in[33, 34].
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The rate of chloride binding ¶
¶t

Clb can be related to the diffusivity of Cl ion in the CSH
derived from electronic scale model which tends to be a very slow process, wherein CSH
entraps Cl ion [24]. Data verification, validation as well as physical relevance of up-scaling of
data between scales is an on-going process at this stage. To get a more accurate estimate of
the diffusion coefficient in the future, it will be necessary to add a scale which take the
microstructure of CSH into account. The framework is well suited to adding this extension.

3.2. Data storage and transfer

The presented workflow is shown in figure 7 and focuses on the data handing between
Electronic scale model and the CCM. The Electronic scale model starts with an appropriate
atomistic structure of Tobermorite with different calcium to silica ratios as well as different
water to Silica ratio. This forms the basic inputs of the Electronic scale model. This model
used DFT for performing calculations related to favourable positions of chloride binding and
associated diffusion energy of the chloride ion inside the tobermorite matrix.

The computed outputs details on the swelling of the matrix as well as density change of
the cementitious matrix. Furthermore atom fraction of water, diffusion corrections for
chloride-ion transport and corresponding activation energies are also computed. These listed
inputs are directly used an inputs in other models along the modelling chain.
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The CCM can therefore rely on information related to chloride-ion diffusivity and
chloride ion binding from the Electronic model in the proposed framework. Together with the
geometry of the structural member and other related input factors, the CCM calculates the rust
penetration on the rebar surface. The oxide front is calculated likewise as a consequence of
corrosion currents and an estimation can be drawn on the service life of the concrete structure.

The input/output of data and entities for each respective model is handled using .json
files representing the entities and associated metadata. The listing below shows the entity
describing the input to the micro-scale corrosion model.

{
"name": "Ion",
"version": "0.1",
"namespace": "https://powerfolder.hzg.de/Lorcenis/meta",
"description": "Input to micro-scale corrosion model."
"dimensions": [
{
"name": "ncoords",
"description": "Number of spatial coordinates"

Figure 7. Workflow and data transfer entities between DFT model and continuum
corrosion model. The output from .JSON (such as rust penetration, corrosion currents
etc in CCM) can be derived from material relations on data in each model.
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}
],
"properties": [
{
"name": "ion_diffusion",
"type": "double",
"dims": ["ncoords", "ncoords"],
"unit": "m2/s",
"description": "Diffusion tensor for ions."
},
{
"name": "concentration",
"type": "double",
"unit": "mol/m3",
"description": "Ion concentration in bulk."
},
{
"name": "density",
"type": "double",
"unit": "kg/m3",
"description": "Bulk density."
}
{
"name": "geometry",
"type": "double",
"dims": ["nnodes", "ncoords"],
"unit": "cm",
"description": "Coordinate"
}
]
}
The name, version and namespace identifies the entity uniquely. The descriptions are

meant to be read by humans. One dimension is defined, the number of spatial coordinates in
the diffusion tensor (which is always 3). The properties that follows, describes the data
records that we want to transfer. Separate instances of four entities are shown in figure 7.

3.3. Application

The above mentioned simulation framework employing SOFT5 shows the workflow of the
simulation action and data exchange within the multiscale corrosion modelling framework
between the DFT model and the CCM as depicted in figure 7. The atomic supercell represents
a typical cement paste CSH structure containing defined arrangement of relevant ions close to
the concrete reinforcement. The model allows to calculate relevant entities based on dedicated
model input (from the literature) is introduced as well. All data is stored (thereby belonging to
a semantic ontology) and accessible for the microscale model. DFT related data is applied as
(translated to) model input. In the next step entities like rust penetration changes can be
computed within a set of nonlinear PDE’s by finite elements and stored back.
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4. Discussion

4.1. Data science

The aim of this work is to demonstrate how interoperability between two software, VASP and
a user-defined model in COMSOL Multiphysics, that belongs to two completely different
domains can be achieved. For this purpose the SOFT framework was used, which is a
framework for describing data in a concise and interoperable way. SOFT is not a semantic
framework in the sense that it is tied to an ontology for a specific domain. Instead SOFT
allows to represent the knowledge and data of any ontology (via collections). In this sense
SOFT can be compared to tools like web ontology language (OWL), but is much closer
linked to actual software code. The metadata model in SOFT is by design as simple and
minimal as possible, while still being complete enough to allow unambiguous data repre-
sentation and communication as well as code generation.

The shown MODA template itself was developed by the materials modelling community
based on gained experience, and works in that way as well, thereby considering pure mod-
elling data but also transformation information. The red, green and light green nodes represent
computational data directly related to the physical state of the system, while the blue nodes
represent a transformation. In that way the template might be mature enough for extend
unambiguous model description.

4.2. Technical limitations and modelling constraints

Modelling and simulation of corrosion process along the entire length and time scale,
especially in concrete environment, is a highly demanding computational problem. Feature
extraction from each simulation step thereby keeping accuracy and computational efforts at
tolerant level is a huge challenge. Limitations are mainly related to modelling gaps. Data
generated at lower scales cannot be used directly at higher scale, which belongs to scale-
bridging issues of described physio-chemical entities. Due to the multispecies nature of the
concrete environment and due to the fact that mixing rules cannot be applied straightforward.
Calculations of e.g. density properties or diffusion activation energies are still limited to the
single phases and predefined species concentration scenarios. Since even the next modelling
scale requires tremendous homogenization action, lower scale information cannot be
exchanged. A modelling approach for this is lacking or in other words data representing the
scenario adequately at electronic level cannot be or better can be very limited transferred and
reduced to data applicable in the microscale corrosion model (translation of entities in
figure 7).

Another issue relates to the change of the DFT scenario if the system changes according
to the microscale corrosion model. The duration of the time step within the transient corrosion
model is limited by the fact that the system change due to microscale entities do not induce
atomistic structural changes leading to the need of adaptive action within the DFT model.
Within the shown example, such feedback is excluded. However, in terms of accuracy a
feedback is strongly recommended. Realization is very demanding and not feasible con-
sidering computational costs.

Furthermore, regarding data transfer from a fine-scale model to a coarse-scale model,
significant work using adaptive sampling approach in a multiscale framework has been
carried out by Rouet-Leduc et al and Knap et al[35, 36]. In both of these works, data is
communicated between fine scale and coarse scale models. Here as well, the transferred data
may be described using SOFT5 entities as it can offer some advantage with respect to re-
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usability and code maintenance. Specifically, for the fine scale results in Knap et al[36],
SOFT5 entities may be useful to enable reuse of fine-scale results in other applications.

4.3. Future developments

The multiphysical nature of many of the engineering tasks demands interaction of multiple
software and respective data structures covering a wide range of scales and related data. In
order to achieve engineering relevance, or in other words reproducible prediction capabilities,
the quality respectively complexity of modelling approaches should increase. Contrarily data
reduction is requested and computational costs shall be minimized. Complimentary, uncer-
tainty aspects should be considered. The occurring conflict requires balancing of all men-
tioned aspects which can be achieved by improved:

1. Model.
2. Coarse-graining.
3. Chloride bonding.
4. Uncertainty quantification and propagation.

While interoperability based on a common shared ontology has not been the scope of this
paper, it is definitely something that we will see more of in the future (EMMC is for instance
working on an ontology for materials science). However, the ideas and concepts discussed in
this paper will most likely be very relevant in the future to, as a way to go from an ontological
description of an domain to actual classes and data structures in a software model. One could
e.g. imagine future tools that, given a user case formulated in the frame of an ontology,
generates the involved SOFT entities. One can then use the code generator in SOFT to
generate corresponding code (e.g. C++), such that the model developer only need to
implement the transformations between these classes while leaving the rest to the framework.

5. Conclusions

Computational data entities which are expressed in a standard form using relevant application
specific metadata structures has inter-operable characteristics. This data can be stored in a
structured manner in a centralized storage. As such results, this leads to an easier development
and management of complex simulation workflows.

Multiscale modelling approaches for concrete technology and related service life pre-
diction demand huge methodical capabilities of software interaction. Thereby multiphysical
tasks, data aspects, but also feature extraction define hard constraints for a modelling and
simulation environment. For the shown example of a submodel interaction within a service-
life prediction related framework for damage initiation due to chloride ingress, SOFT5
platform has shown to be a useful data science tool. Data Interaction at different scales for
different computational methods (discrete versus continuum) was realized.

Interoperability between two models was achieved via a meta-data scheme implemented
within the SOFT environment. DFT data output structure was reorganized in a way to enable
interaction with the continuum simulation. Surprisingly, despite moderate efforts, the inhi-
bition threshold to use the SOFT concept was not the limiting aspect. There was an issue to
make people getting started to use the tool. It seems that the level of abstractions is hindering
fast adaption of software like this.

Access to proper databases without any bandwidth limitations was found to be crucial for
the concept realization since it is needed for concurrent read/write to the storage. This
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limiting problem was solved in SOFT by the mongodb backend. Thus, wise definition of
entities towards reduction of the amount of concurrent data transferred is highly
recommended.

For future applications within highly complex coupled multiscale simulation frameworks
interacting on different scales in time and space, a robust and mature metadata structure
allowing the interaction of a variety of data formats is required. SOFT and its metadata
abstraction enable this computational progress in materials modelling. Based on modelling
data (MODA) schemes the transfer of modelling and simulation chains into a working data
interaction environment is simplified. However lacking model and data input availability will
still limit respective modelling frameworks. Experiments, accuracy studies and related post-
processing will still remain an essential part of the working effort.
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